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The purpose of this content analysis was to determine
1..s.1hether 1 iteratur·e-ba·:-ed te 1 evision progr·ams. on the Ic11.1-1a
Public Television ( IPT'-...-') ch-:1.nnel h-:1.ve the type c,f content
that would encurage children to read.

The research included

determining the content of the programs: what types of
1 iterature were reviewed, if persons of both sexes and
various races were portrayed, the production quality of the
programs and whether students were directly encouraged to
read through the programs.
Thirty-six programs aired during the 1989- 1990 IPTV
season were analyzed.

Selected programs were intended for

elementary-age viewers and were of varying program lengths.
None was intended to teach actual language sKills or teach
children to read.
A variety of production techniques, program formats and
overall production qualities were observed as were
protagonists of both sexes and of different ethnic origins.
Various programs used different techniques to directly
relate the televised stories with their book counterparts,
and a variety of methods were employed to encourage viewers
tc, read the fe-:1.tur·ed boo��'=- or· other recommended titles.
programs, however, did not consistently encourage the
utilization of 1 ibraries or resource persons.

The

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Few professionals involved in the teaching of reading
would take issue with the assertion that children learn to
read by reading.

Motivating children to read, generating

genuine excitement about and for the printed word, and
helping children develop a lifetime reading habit, is one of
the hardest tasks educators face.

Providing children with

stimulating reading materials that are both demanding and
varied during their leisure time should be a continuing
ccincer·n c,f educator:. in viev,1 of the potential implications
for future reading habits.
Television (Tl)) has :-ome unique featur·es that can
enhance the printed message and result in valuable
educational experiences that cannot be realized by either
medium independently.

From previewing many instructional

te 1 evision ( IT�n ·:-hot"' =·, and fr·om reading the liter·ature
about the benefits of instructional televi=·ion, the
researcher became aware that there are a variety of
reading-motivation/I iterature-based television programs
aimed at elementary-age students.

These programs have the

ability tc, promc,te active rather that pas,.sive viewing and tc,
encour·age follow-up acti•Jities by student:. that will
faci 1 itate lei s,.ur·e r·eadi ng.

PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this research study was to analyze the
content of a selection of 1 iterature-based programs on Iowa
Public Television ( IPTV) .

None of the literature-based TV
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programs reviewed were intended to teach children how to
read.

No attempt was made to evaluate whether the TV

programs were "good" or "bad" , but to analyze the content of
the programs and identify certain features that have the
potentia1 to make the programs a vit-:i.1 par ·t of the tota 1
reading curriculum in elementary schools.

Several reviews

of a number of the individual programs were found , but no
compilation of the contents of all the programs to be
included in this study was found.

Therefore, this research

study could serve to inform educators in Iowa about the
spectrum of reading-based programs that can be viewed on
IPTV.

By being aware of the program's content , educators

could better utilize the various programs in their reading
curr·iculum.
PROBLEM STATEMENTS
Are the 1 iterature-based programs on IPTV an end in
themselves or do they motivate students to read the featured
books or other suggested titles?
Do the 1 iterature-based programs on IPTV present a variety
of liter·ature t>'pes (fiction and non-fiction), with
protagonists of both sexes and a variety of ethnic groups?
Do the 1 iterature-based programs on IPTV utilize quality
literature for elementary school students as the foundation
for the program content?
Do the programs present suggestions so that upon the
program ·· s conclusion some selecticin , Judgment , or
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performance related to the 1 iterature-based program's
content is required of the viewer?
Are the literature-based programs on IPTV professionally
pr·oduced

t,Jith

high qu�.1 ity technica 1 components?
HYP OTHESES

1.

A majority of the literature-based programs will

incorporate a combination of production techniques (e. g.
animation and live action) within each program to enhance
interest and aid pacing of the presentation.
2.

A majority of the literature-based programs will

encourage use of resources which are outside the range of
the classroom, such as libraries or resource persons.
3.

A majority of the 1 iterature-based programs will feature

fictic,n ti tle �-.
4.

A majority of the human protagonists featured in the

literature-based programs will be males.
5.

The ethnic group of the protagonist that will be

represented in the majority of the literature-based programs
will be persons of the white race.
6.

A majority of the literature-based programs will make it

clear· that ther·e i� - a boolr.: "tie-in" by shot,,iing the actual
bc,ck
, or· by telling the authc,r··· s./ill1.istr·ator·'·s
7.

name.

Eighty percent of the titles presented (with the

exception of adaptations of fairy or folk tales) will be
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one:. that a.re recommended in a.t least one of eight t1..iidely
recognized selection sources (see Appendix A).
8.

A majority of the literature-based programs will utilize

a single book format that concentrates on only one literary
selection in its entirety or in part to stimulate the viewer
to conclude the story independently.
9.

Eighty percent of the 1 i terature-based programs will

ex hibit prc,ductic,n quality that is ex cellent.
10.

A majorit::,' of the litera.ture-ba.sed progr·am:- wi1 1

require viewer performance related to the program's content.
DEF IN IT ION OF TERMS
Animation is a filming and video technique that brings

inanimate objects or drawings to apparent 1 ife and movement
by very brief or single-frame exposure.

Animation can be

accomplished using drawings , figures and shapes constructed
from modeling clay or other materials , or by creating
computer· images.
Children, students and learners are synonymous in this study

and will be used interchangeably throughout.

This study

will be specifically concerned with curricula for elementary
school children , between the ages of 5 and 12, or those who
would be found in traditional K-6 organizational settings.
Commerc i a.1 te 1 ev is ion inc 1 udes a 1 1 pr·ogramming aired by the

major networks:

ABC , CBS and NBC , and all local stations

which enter· into contracts v.Jith spon:-or:- to air commer·cials
in ex change for monetary considerations.
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Curriculum refers to the planned activities in schools for

children aged 5 to 1 8 , or those found in K- 1 2 settings.

All

curricula , whether stated in specific behavioral terms or
open-ended designs , provide an opportunity for learners to
come in contact with a stimulus.

The curricular strategies

to utilize TV proposed in this study were formulated to be
adaptable with this definition in mind.
Home television (TV) refer·s to any T\.-1 viewed by students

away from school , including commercial and public TV ,
daytime and prime-time , received via airwaves or cable.
Instruc tional TV

( ITV)

r·efer-=- to

Tl.)

vJhich is

•,i iewed

by

students in school; the programs are produced for the
specific purpose of achieving predetermined educational
objectives.

Many instructional programs can be viewed at

home.
Iowa Public Telev ision <IPTV) is Iot1Ja ·'s non-commercial TV

station.

Revenues are provided by individual subscribers ,

foundations , state funding and the federal government's
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

The schedule is

generally divided into daytime educational programs
broadcast for use by schools , and nighttime programming
which provides adult-oriented programming for cultural ,
educational or entertainment purposes.
Literature-based TV programs refer· to thc,se

Tl.)

-= -hows air·ed

on non-commercial T'-) stations , for this r·esear·ch -=-tudy those
aired on IPTV.

These programs are targeted for elementary

audiences (grades K-6) and are based on literary works
vJr·itten for· that population.

The pr·ogr · am'::- dr·amatize
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children's stories (in entirety or part) , and expand on a
predetermined literary theme , or a combination of these
factc,r·s.
Live-ac tion is a sequence of film utilizing images of real

people and scenery rather than artificial effects , such as
animation or titles.
Magazine format describes a TV program design that features

a children's book or story and a medley of other segments
which relate to the feature book's theme.
Produc tion quality -describes the technical elements of a

motion picture pr·oductior, , such as the 1 ighting , sets ,
costumes , sound , and effective use of special effects that
are enhanced to increase audience appeal.
Program c ontent is. the s.ubstance , content , c,r messages.

transmitted by TV images and narratives.
Quality c hildren ,. s literature refers. to boc,ks that excel in

stor·y content and/or illustr·ations.

This judgment v..ias based

on the 1 iterature's inclusion in at least one of a number of
recognized book selection bibliographies 1 isted in Appendix
A.
ASSUMPT IONS
The major assumption which served as the central theme
for this s.tudy is. that

Tt)

is a pot,Jerful communica.tion medium

which educates and is used extensively by children.

As

such , its examination , analysis and effective utilization
should be incorporated into elementary school curricula.
Mos.t educators. are not aware of the str·engths and/or
1 imitation-:. c,f

Tt,)

for instructiona 1 purposes.
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Another assumption is that all 1 iterature-based
programs on IPTV share some common characteristics which can
be placed into categories to be analyzed for this research
study.
L IM ITAT IOl'-J S
The analysis of the literature-based programs was
1 imited by the researcher's understanding of multi-media
presentations and the interpretation of their content.

No

attempt was made to survey educators or elementary students
to find out actual use of I PTV in Iowa classrooms or to
determine if students really take some action after viewing
these programs , such as reading the books or seeking
additional infor·mation.
The research was limited to the literature-based
programs targeted for elementary-age students in
kindergarten through -:-ixth grade-:. shov.m on IPTV , v-.1hich were
only a representative sampling of what is available
nationally.

By sheer makeup of the Instructional Television

Schedu 1 e , onl>' a 1 imited amount of pr·ogra.ms are shovm in
each curriculum area in any given season.

Through teacher

feed-back and evaluations of the programs , the schedule
changes annually so , t,-.1hat is shc,v.m not....i , ma�., not be shot,.m a
year· fr·c,m now.
The progr·am-:- inc 1 uded in this stud>' t1Jere those shown on

I PTl.) fr·om t--fonday , November· 6 , 1 989 through Monday , February
5 , 1 '?90.

Ther·e v.Jer·e a tota 1 of eighteen pr·ograms 1 isted as

Language Arts programs in the Curricular Areas Table of
Contents in the Instructional Television Schedule of IPTV
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for the school year 1989/ 1990.

Of these only six fit the

researcher's criteria for inclusion in this study.

Ten of

the remaining programs were either designed for Junior high
or high school audiences or were focussed on teaching some
specific reading or writing skill.

The last program

entitled Frerrn the Br·others Gr·imm would have fit this study,
but the series was being broadcast from March 13, 1990
through May 15, 1990 , so it did not fit the time
restrictions of this study.

From each of the six series of

1 iterature-based IPTV programs, six episodes were randomly
selected and viewed by the researcher.

CHAPTER 2
L ITERATURE RE!.) I EvJ
History of Instructional Television
The ar·r·ival and v..1ide acceptance of tele1..ii:-ion (Tl.)) in
the United States a generation ago brought with it the
belief that humans were entering a new era in
communication:-.

In his hi:-tor·y of modern America , Boc,rstin

( 1 973) characterizes the effect of the arrival of TV as not
merely a "revolution" but a "cataclysm" (p. 24).

This new

techncd c,g::,· was thought to be an event equa1 in importance tc,
the development of the alphabet and the printing press.

The

implications for education excited the minds of educators
across the nation; few at that time , however , foresaw the
rather disappointing role television would play in formal
edu :, atic,n.
The optimism prevalent in 1 953 was clearly reflected by
the remarks of Milton S. Eisenhower , Co-Chairman of the
National Colleges' Committee for Educational Television:
"We can develop the education and commercial opportunities
of television as complementary partners , as associates in
one of the gra.nde·st oppor·tunities an::,' group of men or 1,-..1omen
ever· ha.d to pr·ouide inte11 ectu.a1
1 977,

1 eader·:-hip 11

(Di euzide ,

p•24 > •
Unfc,r·tunately , the "gr - and oppor·tunit::,," slipped av..1ay.

Teleui:-ion for the most par·t became predominantly a
commercial entertainment medium while education , its
"complementary partner , " became an incidental or accidental
function at best.
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Furthermore , the school as the dominant institutional
mode of formal education has shunted the medium to the
margins of its instructional programs.

There has been no

concerted or sustained attempt by educators to weave the
analysis , use and understanding of TV into the fabric of the
school curriculum.

Some schools have taken advantage of ITV

offerings during the school day , but few have systematically
1 inked their curriculum to the thousands of hours of home
viewing each child engages in during his or her school
years.

Fewer sti 1 1 have thought of the medium as a new

communication mode t,Jhich req•.J ires the identification ,
development , acquisition and practice of new skills (Kaplan ,
1 986) .
Many educators were initially threatened by the thought
of TV as superior teacher and the havoc which would result
should a massive reorganization of the educational system
occur.

Once again , the school demonstrated its ability to

resist change , and TV's extensive use in the educational
process has never been fully realized (Manley-Casimir ,
1 987) •
E•Jen mor·e damaging to the medium · s acceptance than
teacher-resistance were those educators who did use TV but
failed to recognize its specific strengths and limitations
in the educational process and simply "superimposed a new
technology on an existing structure " ( Ide , 1 974 , p. 354) .
Bruner ( 1 966) asserts that:
The greatest mistake educators could make is to
put T'v' tc, vJork sanctifying the traditional. Simpl>'
filming lectures , panels or seminars ties TV to all
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the blarney of old academic techniques. TV can
even serve as the quality control for the entire
educational system , building and maintaining taste
to a level never before imagined. (p. 97)
Success in school has always centered on success in
oral , print and mathematical modes.

Educators were not sure

how to use the medium within the traditional school and
classroom.
process?

Was it to be used as an instructional tool or
Was it to be used as a supplement to instruction?

Wa.-:. the Tl..) monitor· to be used at all in the cla-:.sr·c,om?
These are some of the critical questions whose answers still
determine TV's acceptance or rejection , effective use or
misuse in schools today.
Capabilities of Instructional Tele•,.•ision
It i-:. useful for educators who are developing clas-:.room
activites u-:.ing instr·uctiona 1 te 1 evision ( I Tl..)) to Knov-.1 the
viewing habits of their students.

Numerous studies provide

data concerning the amount of TV school children view , their
preferences and other activities which accompany or are
r·eplaced by Tl..) viewing.

The landmar·K wor·K of Schr·amm , Lyle ,

and Parker ( 1 96 1 ) provides initial baseline data , much of
which is still valid.

Childr�n , they found , begin viewing

regularly by Kindergarten age.

Viewing time reaches a peak

just before the child enters school; drops as the school day
impinges on available time; increases steadily to a maximum
peak around early adolescence; then declines during the high
school year·s.

Data c,::impi 1 ed from several -:.tudie-:. show that

children , prior to entering school , view , roughly , two and
one-half hours per day on the average.

By age ten , viewing
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increases to three and one-half hours per day and climbs to
an average of four hours per day at age twelve , slowly
declining at that point as students enter later high school
years (Beentjes & Van Der Voort , 1 988 , p. 39 1 ) .

Lehr ( 1 986 ,

p. 50 1 ) found that TV viewing consumed half of the total
leisure time of suburban 5th-grade children and occupied
more than ten times as many hours as reading.
ITV forms the most obvious 1 inK between TV and the
school curriculum.

ITV programs are designed to be viewed

in school and to achieve a wide range of predetermined
educational objectives which more often than not coincide
with traditional curricular offerings.

The research

indicate: - that children ca.n learn effectivel>' fr·om ITV and
that it can be used to teach any subject and encourage
development of skills in all domains where one-way
cc,mmunication t..._iill contribute to learning (Chu , 1 "?75) .
Despite the evidence and the increasing quality of ITV
ser·ies , the whole ·subject of clas: -rc,om TV r·emains " a
quagmire of misinformation and misimpression , as well as a
battleground for contending viewpoints" (Morris , 1 989 , p.
50) •
Sur·vey r·e:-ea.r·ch (Bc,sticK , 1 '?87) indicate:- that 97�{ of
the nation's teachers could utilize ITV programs if they
chose to do so.

Thirty-two percent of the elementary and

secondary teachers regularly use ITV series. <Regular use is
liberally defined as using 75% or more of all the lessons in
at least one ITV series. )

Why do more than 65% of the

nation's teachers who could use ITV choose not to do so?
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Among the possible answers to this question are

(1)

the

general lack of knowledge on the part of educators
concerning the capabili ties , substance , availablity and
quality of ITV programs , and (2) the failure of school
professionals to develop strategies of how and when to
incorporate ITV series within existing curricula (p, 32).
A common argument raised by parents and educators alike
is that ITl) should not be used in cla<:.srooms because
children already watch too much TV.

This argument makes the

gross error of equating ITV , which is produced to take
advantage of TV's unique capabilities for instruction , with
commercial TV , which is produced primarily for entertainment
and its ability to deliver audiences to sponsors.
TV has capabilities liKe other instructional modes
which can contribute to the educational process.

These are

the capabilities which creators of ITV series attempt to
exploit when formulating objectives upon which programs are
based.

Cater and Nyhan ( 1 976) stated that the medium of ITV

can:
1 . Promote inquiry , stimulate children to think
critically , raise questions , pose problems , open up
a large range of alternatives on differing points
of view or ways of dealing with a problem , . . . spark a
learner's curiosity to want to know more about the
tc,pic.
2. Help learners perceive things differently ,
leading to changed behavior and attitudes.
3. Make learners rational participants involved in
the learning situation rather than passive receptors.
4. Promote interaction among learner, teacher , and
other student<:. •
5. A 1 l 01,,.,1 learner·<:. to make dee isions as the pr·ogr·am
prc,gre<:.se<:..
6. Motivate continued learning when the program is
over.
7. Explore in-depth a segment of a topic-or each of
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the alternatives in an issue-rather than surveying
superficia. 1 ity.
8. Present the whole as a backdrop to consideration
of it parts.
9. Allow the learner to feel a high degree of
identification with others who are viewing.
10.
Help learners to see the relationship between
bits of infor·mation a.nd s 1 ices of rea. 1 it:�-•.
1 1.
Pr·ovide 1 earner·:- with r·avJ data on the scr·een
from which to make generalizations rather than be
given conclusions.
1 2. Provide information and material which the
classroom teacher cannot: dramatizations,
presentations of new developments, distinguished
people, important events, far-away places. (p. 62)

=·

Knowledge of the aforementioned strengths and
capabilities of ITV pr·ogrammimg does not guarantee their
effective use in classrooms.

Educators must also be aware

of the source, availability and substance of specific series
and their relevance to existing curricula.
ITV series are produced and are made available through a
variety of organizations and cooperative ventures.

The

Agency for Instructional Television, Children 1 s Television
Workshop, Learning Corporation of America, Great Plains
National Instr·uctional Television Librar>' a.nd We:.tern
Instructional Television are among the major organizations
which produce and distribute ITV series.

"Many series have

become sophisticated productions involving subject matter
specialists, writers, visuals researchers, psychologists,
graphic artists and reproduction experts " (Coelho, 1 98 1 ,
p.

6) •

Sc,me ser·ies undergo rigor·ous formative and summati•v•e

evaluation to determine if their educational objectives are
being achieved.

Others do not benefit from such activities

(Ackerman & Lipsitzeds, 1 977).
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0nce IT',) se r·ies ar·e complete , the:,--

·='- r· e

se 1 ected and

scheduled for broadcast usually b:,-- local public TV stations.
Series are secured through purchase , lending or consortia
ar·r.a.ngement=- fr·om the prc,ducing .a.gene::,-.

Consor·tia

arrangements are particularly interesting in that they allow
local stations , state departments of education and
educational organizations of every Kind to collaborate in
all phases of the project--planning , experimental
production , evaluation , validation , and final production
stages (Schneider , 1 987).
Public stations which broadcast ITV series during
school hours usual 1 ::,- have educational services divisions
which provide a wide range of services proportionate to
their financial resources.

These services divisions select

series and develop the schedule.

In conjunction with the

schedule , educational services divisions often provide
teacher manuals which include the :,--ear's schedule of
programs , program content , educational objectives , suggested
grade levels and information concerning videotaping rights
for each series (Gough , 1 979 , p. 459).
It is important to remember that not all ITV is of
equal qualit::,-.

As a final check before uti 1 izing a series

in a cla=-sr·oom , teacher·=· shc,uld pr·eview the progr·am= - 1,,._1hen
possible (Dorr , Graves & Phelps , 1 980 , p. 7 1 ).

Once

educators are aware of the capabilities , availabilit::,- ,
content and qualit:,-- of ITV series and their supportive
materials , they may begin to develop strategies to integrate
ITV into the school's curriculum.
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One

of the major criticisms of TV is that it engenders

passive viewing.

The third general strategy of ITV (stated

previously) is to motivate students to do something
following the program.

Active and critical viewing skills

begin to replace passive viewing , which may carry over to
home Tl) vie1,.Ji ng.

"Teachers who can use ITV and choose not

to are ignoring a powerful teaching tool which brings
special events and resources into the classroom that would
otherwise not be available and which perform a variety of
instr·uctiona. 1 function:. " (Holtzman , 1 98 1 , p. 92) .
Series , such as Cover to Cover , are designed to "leave
viewers a little hungr·y " and encour·age activity at the
program's conclusion.

The success of Cover to Cover , which

dramatizes the first part of a book and prompts the viewer
to read the rest to find the ending , suggests that TV can be
widely used to promote reading (Keyes , 1 988 , p. 20) .
clear that Tl) , especially commer·cial Tt) , can sell the entir·e
spectrum of consumer· products , instill political ideologies ,
and reinforce or alter attitudes and beliefs.

Why can't

TV'-= · pc,tentia 1 to se 1 1 be harnassed to promc,te 1 c,ve for and
enjoyment of reading? " (Howe , 1 983 , p. 50) .
Relationship Between Television and Reading
At this point , it may be useful to di':-CU-= ·-= · the
relationship between TV and reading.

Critics have blamed TV

for the deterioration of reading and writing skills among
students.

They argue that for every hour a child watches TV

he/she is not reading (Moody , 1 980) .

The estimate that by

the end of the high school years children will have spent
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more time watching TV ( 1 5, 00 0 hours) than attending school
( 1 1 , 000 hours) is an oft-quoted statistic that has both
alarmed and intrigued researchers for the National Institute
of Mental Health ( 1 982, p. 6) .

Several recently published

repor· ts shovJ that, indeed, chi1 dr·en wou 1 d rather v-.1atch T'-.}
than engage in leisure reading pursuits.
A questionnaire on reading and TV consisting of two
pages for grades 4 to 6 and one page for grades 2 and 3 was
distributed in the fall of 1 987 by Weekly Reader to 1 00, 000
students.

11

How much do

>'OU

like tc, r·ead boo��s?" IA•a-=- one

question posed by the survey.

The responses were "1 ike a

lot", "1 ik e a 1 itt 1 e", and "don ·· t 1 i��e"•

A 1 though 65�{ of

second graders reported that they 1 iked to read a lot, that
figure decreased as the grades increased until only 39X of
6th graders made that selection.

By contrast "How much do

you 1 ike to watch TV?" found BOX of students stating that
they 1 iked TV watching "a lot", and this response remained
consistent acro-=-s gr·ade levels.

The comparison between Tt.}

and reading was more directly made in the question:

"When

kids your age are home, which might they do most often?"
The choices were "watch TV", "call someone on the
telephone", "play", "listen to the r· adio" or· "r·ead".

For

the combined grades 4-6 "TV watching" was more popular than
the other four choices combined.

Reading as a voluntary

activity v-.1as the least popular· r·esponse 1Atith 6�,; of the
total.

However, the question is phrased so that children

are reporting not on their own preferences, but on their
perception of the preferences of their peers (Johnson,
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1 988) .

In a much smaller study of 5th grade reading habits,

it was found that out of nine leisure categories, reading
ranked seventh, representing only 5. 4% of overall leisure
time (Greaney, 1 980, p. 337).

It is generally theorized

that �-uch an ubiquitous phenomenon is bc,und tc, have effects
on reading and other home and leisure activities.
The remaining research 1 iterature to a large extent
consists of small-scale studies conducted with different age
groups using diverse methodological strategies.

The

relationship between viewing TV and school achievement is
the most popular subject (Meringoff, 1 980 ; Morgan, 1 980;
Roberts, 1 984;

Winick & Wehrenberg, 1 982; Zuckerman, 1 980) .

There has been a lack of convergence across studies
regarding the relationship between the two media.

As in

other fields of inquiry, however, two schools of thought
have emerged: one which claims that there are no apparent
effects, and a second which holds that the strength of the
effects has not been recognized due to flaws in research
designs.
These are indeed difficult phenomena to study.
Television and reading activities tend to be episodic in
nature.

The amount of time devoted to each activity is

1 ikely to vary considerably from week to week, depending on
such factors as availablity of materials, current interests,
and time of year.

Another factor limiting the progress in

the field of TV and reading research is what Hornik ( 1 978,
p. 1 ) described as the "fly by night " character of the
research.

Thus, the field tends to attract "instant
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experts" (Comstock , 1 982 , p. 3 3): those who claim that
without TV , children would "calmly spend more time looking
for something good at the library " (Winn , 1 977, p. 58) .
Evidence on the amount of time children spend viewing TV ,
hotJ.Jever· , sugge-=-t-:. that the issue is far mor·e comp 1 ex.

Hov,1

much time children perceive as free from other activities is
often dependent upon the number of alternative attractions.
Available time is not the only determinant of viewing.

Many

children who "should have 1 ittle available time nevertheless
watch a great deal of TV; conversely , some children who
would seem to have a great deal of time watch 1 ittle TV"
(Dorr , 1 986 , p. 54).
The influence of the home environment is one obvious
source of variation in media-related behavior.

Such

influences may be exercised by parents who spend time
interacting with their children , establish hours of viewing
time , read to their children , encourage multiple alternative
activities , or through personal example , choose a variety of
stimulating leisure pursuits.

One study by Neuman ( 1 986)

found a striking difference in the amount and type of media
use across various fami Jy types.

Children who came from

families that were actively involved in work and leisure
pursuits tended to choose more demanding media , including
news , information , documentaries , and serious 1 iterature in
adu 1 t 1 ife.

Other·s , fr·om home-:. cha.r·acter·ized by a -:.en-:.e of

powerlessness and an authoritarian view of society , were
oriented tovJard media for -:.tr·ong stimulation and ster·eob'pic
formats (p. 1 73).
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Studies of TV viewing and reading , however , have
generally focused on the relationship between the number of
hours viewed and performance scores on reading achievement
tests.

Beentjes and Van Der Voort ( 1 988 , p. 39 1 ) researched

the puzzlin•� ques.tion of hc,w it is possible that one finds
both competent obser·vers who argue that T1v' viewing favc,rs
the child's development or reading skill and those who take
the very opposite view.

They concluded that the key to this

question probably 1 ies in the fact that TV can
simultaneo1.Jsly play· differ·ent r·oles. in the child's life ,
some of 1;..1hich are 1 ikely tc, fur· ther· i<.nd others to hinder· the
acquisition of reading skills.

The contradiction between

these opinions res.ults , then , from the fact thi<.t in each
explanatory hypothesis full regard is given only to one
pos.sible role of

Tt).

hypothesis" (p. 39 1 ).

The�,, pr·esent a "boc,k-r·eading promotion
According to this hypothesis , "TV

promotes the reading of books by brc�dcasting both movies of
which a book version exists and programs in which the
audience -' s attention is. drawn to nev.J publications" (p. 392).
TV , it is argued , thus produces an increase in the time
spent on reading , resulting in additional practice , which in
turn is supposed to further the child -' s development of
reading skills.
Popularity of "Television Tie- In Books"
Few of the critics , who see TV as an enemy to reading ,
have explored the possibility of using TV to promote
reading.

Librarians and bookstores alike will attest to the

tremendous demand for books which have been dramatized and
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shown on TV (Morris , 1 989 , p. 50).

"Tie-ins"--books which

originated from a TV series , e.g. the Star Trek series--have
lc,ng been p,::ipula.r· 1,..,Jith student-:. (Hamilton , 1 975 , p. 67).
Indeed , movies tend to make certain books popular with
children.

A survey of sixth , seventh , and eighth graders in

New Jersey showed that 40½ of the books they chose to read
were tied to TV or movies.

In England , in the 1 950s , it was

found that both Tl) and radio dramatizations , some
serialized , caused many children to read the dramatized
books , many of which were classics (Potter , 1 982 , p. 24).
Himmelweit ( 1 958) states that "TV or film is an addition to
pri nt , not a sub·:-titute for it" (p. 78) •
One of the most consi-:.tent findings in the literature
on media in education is the superiority of multimedia over
single-medium presentation.

Bailey ( 1 983) states:

There are various reasons why it should be of value
to have the same material presented through more
than one medium. Each medium , because of its code
of representation and its technical capabilities ,
must emphasize different Kinds of information.
For example , film or TV emphasizes action and
simultaneous events happening in parallel. Print ,
in contrast , emphasizes a 1 inear , sequential
relationship between ideas or events. Thus , to
receive information on the same topic through
different media is to learn about the topic from
different points of view. (p. 1 2 1 )
Greenfield ( 1 984) asserts that TV's strength is in
conveying feelings , while print is good for facts:
Discussion not only provides the active element
so essential for learning , it also helps transform
the specifics observed on TV into generalizations.
One 1 imitation of TV is its tendency to use
concrete ex amp 1 es , ea.-:.i 1 y shovm in vi·:-ua 1 images ,
and to avoid generalizations. Print and
discussion , however , lend themselves wel 1 to
abstract generalization , precisely because they
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can be divorced from concrete images. Combining
TV with these other media can turn TV's weaknesses
into a strength , as it provides the concrete
examples that maKe abstract generallzation
meaningful. (p. 1 67)
Although few research studies have been done in this
field , there is little doubt that , as a r·ule , the s.a.le and
borrowing from 1 ibraries of books discussed or directly
recommended in TV programs rises after their broadcast.

As

shown by some research studies , a similar effect may result
from the broadcast of fllms and TV series for which booK
versions exist.

Hamilton ( 1 974) showed the relationship

between televiewing and reading interests of seventh grade
pupils.

He supplled a large group of first year secondary

school students during six weeKs with a great number of
booKs , some so-called TV tie-ins among them.

The majority

of the students appeared to prefer the TV tie-ins.

In

Splaine's 1 978 survey (p. 1 5) of the most popular books in
United States school librarie:. , a :-imilar· result wa:. found.
The top- 1 5 1 ist contained not fewer that nine TV tie-ins
among them.

But statistics on children's televiewing habits

do nc,t te 1 1 the vJho 1 e story.

"AsK any children's 1 ibrarian

which books rarely gather dust on the shelves , and one
ansv.Jer· inv.a.r·iabl;,' v-.1ill be bc,oK':- that .a.r·e Tt)-r·elated" (Adam':- ,
1 989 , p. 72) •

In a study of 595 Virginia students in grades

2- 1 2 , Feeley ( 1 978 , p. 1 9) found that 89% had watched at
1 east one progr·am c,n commer·cia 1 T1-) that caused them to r·ead
a book.

TV had demonstrated its power to motivate reading.

This po1,.._1er comes in par· t fr·om chi 1 dren ·· s fami 1 i arit::,,
with TV.

They are attuned to and often personalize the
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medium; most also trust its message.

Eighty percent of

low-ability 7th and 8th graders in Feeley/s 1 978 study , for
example , accepted as true whatever they heard on TV Cp. 37).
Reading-Based Programs on Instructional Television
Now " ITV is using this popular and trusted medium to
lure chidren to the bookshelves" (Ploghoft , 1 98 1 , p. 44).
Besides its ready acceptance by youngsters , ITV has certain
other advantages.

First , ITV programs are designed by

educators; they draw on the expertise of content area ,
curriculum , and child development specialists and generally
undergo evaluation by classroom teachers and children during
the production stage , while changes in format or content are
still possible (Kaplan , 1 98 6 , chap. 2).

Second ,

book-related ITV programs provide regular booK introduction
over an extended period.

Third , since many ITV programs are

telecast more than once during the school weeK , the teacher
has some flexibility in using them.

Major noncommercial ,

non-profit ITV distributors also maKe off-air recording and
extended use rights available to schools through local ITV
agencies (such as public TV stations).

Finally , unliKe

commercial Tt...-' , ITl.) can entice children to read booK�- by
presenting exciting and entertaining excerpts , without
divulging the entire plot.
But what , exactly , can ITV do that the reading teacher
cannot?

To answer this question , looK at some of the

methods reading teachers use to show children the pleasure
of good booKs , to whet and widen reading interests , to
introduce unfamiliar 1 iterary forms , and to erase the
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discrepancy between children's reading abilities and the
books they can appreciate and enjoy.

Most reading teachers

use storytelling , oral reading , book talks and displays , or
some combination of these techniques to achieve these goals.
For at least two of these methods , storytelling and book
talks , ITV has certain advantages.
Storytelling takes a great deal of preparation and
practice , often more than teachers are able to devote to it.
In addition , storytelling requires certain qualities of
voice and a dramatic flair not possessed by every teacher
(Jones , 1 '7'88 , p. 3?).

ITl.)'s advantage is that it can br·ing

skilled, professional storytellers into every classroom.
This is an obvious asset for the teacher who does not feel
comfortable with storytelling; for the teacher who does , it
expands the repertoire of offerings and gives greater
variety to the reading motivation program.
ITV also has special capabi 1 ities that make book
intr·oductic,n tantalizing.

Fir - st , it can dramatize exciting

excer·pts to make a book come alive.

Second , it ca.n 9ive

viewers a "personal brush with a book's creator , not
otherwise possible in most classrooms " (Keyes , 1 '7"88 , p. 20 ).
Third , ITV is able to use a wide variety of related arts:
paintings , drawin9s , pantomime , puppetry , dance , background
music , sound effects.

All of these can enhance a book's

introduction , but most teachers lack the time and the
resources to make each book introduction a multiple-arts
experience.

Final 1 y ,

11

for younger chi 1 drn , ITI..) can
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capitalize on an affinity for cartoon-type characters
developed by Saturday morning commercial TV" (Howe, 1 983,
p. 66) .
That TV has a magic for children is undeniable.

That it

has capabilities beyond tho-=-e of the classr·oom teacher also
seems obvious.

It is time teachers stop denying TV's

existence, and instead harness this popular medium to a
worthwhile goal, the bringing together of children and
books.

ITV can be a valuable resource in the classrooms

across the nation.

When properly used, it can be " the

missing link bet1;-.1een -=- chool 1 ife and real 1 ife, a. 1 lowing
each to illuminate the other. "

(Cater & Nyhan, 1 976,

p. 1 0 6)
Edwar·d R. Mur·r·c11.'.J, the ne,,\ls cor·r·espc,ndent and T'v' nevJs
pioneer, once remarked, " This instrument can teach, it can
illuminate, it can even inspire, but it can only do so to
the extent that humans are determined to use it to those
ends.

Otherwise, it is merely 1 ights and wires in a box . "

(Lazarsfeld, 1 940, p. 4)
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The research technique for this study was content
analysis.

Busha and Harter ( 1 980) defines content analysis

as "a procedure designed to facilitate the objective
analysis of the appearance of words , phrases , concepts ,
themes , or characters conta i ned in printed or audiovisual
materials" (p. 1 7 1 ) .

By breaking down the content of

material into meaningful and per·tinent units c,f infor·mation ,
certain characteristics of messages can be discerned.

The

observed data can be categorized and then quantified.
To compile a 1 ist of 1 i terature-based TV programs to
analyze , the 1 989/96 Instructional Television Schedule was
used and 1 iterature-based IPTV programs that are designed
for use by elementary-age students were chosen.

Using the

time period from Monday , November 6 , 1 989 to Monday ,
February 5 , 1 990 , six episodes of six different programs
were previewed.

Where more than six episodes were

available, six episodes were randomly selected.

An appendix

is included which gives a complete citation of the programs
viewed.

The programs were recorded on videocassettes from

Channel 1 2 (Station KR IN) and were watched in their
entirety.

The 1 iterature-based programs that were analyzed

were Books From Cover to Cover , The Folk Book , Gather
'Round , Reading Rainbow , Readit , and Storybound.
Each of the progr·ams was ana1 yzed using a check1 ist.
Te n

categories of elements were analyzed in quantitative

terms (see checklists) , not only to determine if an instance
\
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occurred , but also how often in order to study the extent of
occurrence in each program.

All the elements were compiled

on the basis of research studies and opinion articles read
for the 1 iterature review.
Most of the elements that were analyzed were such that
they could easily be put into definitive categories
specified on the checklist.

The on e exception to this was

the itern e• Jalu.a.ting the pr·ogr·am ✓ s over·a 1 l pr·oduction
qua ) ity.

That was a subjective evaluation made by the

researcher taking various components of production quality
into consideration.

These i ncluded the technical aspects of

the motion picture production , such as 1 ighting , sets ,
costumes , sound , and effective use of special effects that
led to a total production that had general audience appeal.
The researcher determined if , as a whole , the production had
a refined , professional feel about it or if it appeared to
be a program made by amateur producers.

This element was

rated cn
, a :,cale from ex cellent to poc,r · , with inter·mediar::,·
ratings of fair and good .

\

,

\
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYS IS
Thirty-six children's 1 iterature-based reading programs
were analyzed for this study.

A checklist with ten elements

was used as the instrument in analyzing these programs; the
elements focused on determining the production techniques of
the pr·ogr·ams, the 01J er·all pr·oduction qua 1 ity, what h'pe of
literature was re1Jiewed on the programs, and whether the
1 iterature selections were quality pieces.

The gender and

nationality of the protagonist was noted, and whether the
program promoted the use of 1 ibraries or encouraged the
viewer to read or undertake some action after viewing the
pr·ogro.m.
To clarify some points that may arise during
presentation of the data, brief descriptions of the various
programs are given.

"Books From Co1Jer to Co1Jer gets

students to read by enticing them into books " <Roll, 1987,
p.

2) •

grades.

It is designed for children in the middle elementary
On each program, the series host, John Robbins,

gives a brief introduction to a booK, then presents a
dramatic reading of a portion of the story, accompanied by
music, sound effects and on-camera illustration.

The

reading stops at a crucial point in the story in the hopes
that the viewer will seek out the book and finish the story.
The series contains a good mixture of humor, mystery,
reality and fantasy.

The stories take place in the United

States, Canada and Europe; in the inner city, the suburbs
and the country; in times past, contemporary times and the
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far distant future.

Th� books present a wide variety of

characters in a rich assortment of circumstances both
fami 1 iar and unfami 1 iar to young readers.

It is produced by

WETA-TV in Washington, D.C . and is distributed nationally.
The Folk Book is a series of fifteen 20 -minute programs
on ethnic folklore, designed to promote interracial,
inter·cu 1 tur·a 1 , and in t er· ethnic understanding among student·�
in the primary grades.

The Folk Book uses dance, drama,

-�torytelling, puppets, �.nim�.tion, and a v�.r·iet;..·· of c,ther· ar·t
forms to present folk tales from around the world.

Each

program is organized around a single theme or motif found
universally in folklore and contains two or more stories
representing different cultures.

"Every child knows folk

narratives--fables and nursery rhymes, fairy tales and
stories of folk heroes.

These ex ert an unobtrusive but

strong influence on us al 1 and help to shape what we become "
(Li tt i g,

1 980 , p . 4 ) •

One of the main purposes of The Folk

Book is to e:,; tend this . influence, promoting in children a
sense of the simultaneous diversity and universality of
human experience, and leading them to perceive relationships
between other world cultures and their own background and
heritage.

The Folk Book is designed to give viewers a

feeling for the art and artifacts of each culture portrayed.
It is produced by Northeastern Wisconsin In-School
Telecommunications (NEW IST) , in association with the Agency
for Instructional Television, at the facilities of UWGB
Educational Communications, Universtiy of Wisconsin, Green
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Bay.

The series is made available by the Agency for

I nstructional Television.
Gather Round is marketed as a series of 1 6 storytelling
programs designed to fami I iarize children in the lower
elementary grades with traditional classic folktales and to
promote the enj oyment of 1 istening to well-told tales.

"The

aim is to expand the 1 i-:.tener·s ..- exper·iences a.nd let them
share in the joy of the great v olume of the world's
1 iterature.

The storytelling must also respect the minds of

children and never underestimate their powers of
understand i n g" (Gladfelter, 1 983, p. 2) .
comfor·table one.

I ts fc,r·mat is a

Pa1Jl L-:<.lly, the hc,st, intr·oduces the tale

and an illustr.a.tor· cr·e.a.te-:. .a.r·tvJC•r·I< on c.a.mer·a to illu-:.trate
what is being described in the story.
their· entir·et;.,.
I nternation.a. 1

The tales are told in

I t is produced and made available by the

I nstr·uctional T1-) Cooperative.

Readit is a series of sixteen 1 5-minute programs in
reading motivation for students in grades three and four.
" I f they have established a connection between fun and
reading during the primary years, they will build on this
foundation toward a 1 ifetime of reading enj oyment"
(Moskowitz, 1 98 2, p. 3) .

John Robbin's unique blend of

video, art, and storytelling provides an excellent
connection between books and fun for all viewers regardless
of individual reading ablility.

Mystery and adventure, as

well as fantasy and humor, are represented.

The programs

are produced with cliff-hanger endings that hook viewers and
encourage them to find the book and finish the story.

I t is
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)

produced by Positive Image Productions and distributed by
the Agency for· Instr·uctic,nal Televisc,n of Bloomingtcin,
Indiana.
"Read i ng Rainbow is a wonderful thirty minutes of
stories, book reviews, vignettes, wonderment and
explor·ation " (Nachbar·, 1 987, p. 44) .

Th e

combination of

interesting themes, graphics, soundtrack and acting, with
respect for children ' s curiosity and interests, produces a
l.\lell -p.aced, fa·::.cinating show.

Each episode c,f Reading

Rain bow revolves around a single picture book serving as a
jump-off point.

Th e

show begins with the host, actor LeVar

Burton, a.s��ing a question.

This initia. 1 segment intr·oduces

the audience to the feature book that addresses his
pc,nder·ing.

l,.Jhile the book _.. s original illustr·atic,ns a.r·e the

visual focus, the story is read dramatically and accompanied
by music and sound effects.

Reviews of books by children

that fit the episode's theme end the program.

Th e

primary

objectives of this magazine format series is to encourage
primary level, beginning readers to adopt positive reading
ha.bit-::. •

It premiered in 1 983 and is a continuing production

of Great Plains National Instructional Television in
Lincoln, Nebraska and WNED-TV in Buffalo, New York, and is
produced by Lancit Media Productions of New York City.
Funders of the series include the Kellogg Company, the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, B. Dalton Booksellers
and public television stations (Turner, 1 984, p. 53) .
Storvbound is a reading motivation series of sixteen,
1 5-minute television programs for grade six.

The wide
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variety in books selected and production techniques used in
this series introduce and bind student interest in each of
the Storybound programs.

Cliffhanger endings encourage

youngsters to check out the books from their local 1 ibraries
in order to find out how the stories end (Moskowitz ,
p. 2) .

1 9 80 ,

Additional title-s:. c,f gener·a.l inter·est ar·e ·:-ugge-s:.ted

for further reading in the program notes at the end of each
segment.

This program is very similar to Readit and Books

From Cover to Cover in format: a brief booktalk-type
introduction and the creation of on-camera artwork to
illustrate what is being narrated.

I t is produced and

distributed by Children / s Television I nternational of Falls
Church , Virginia .
The data related to each of the ten hypotheses were
separately tabu l ated.

A majority consisted of percentages

that were 50 percent or above , and these figures were used
to accept or reject the hypotheses.
Table 1
Production Techniques
Technique (s) Used

t·--.lo •

Live-action

1

Puppets

1

Live-action and sti 1 1 pictures

3

30

Live-action and puppets

3

9

Live-action , still pictures and puppets

1

3

36

1 00

TOTAL

33
Hypothesis

1 :

The majority of the

1 iterature-based

programs

1_.,,1ill incc,r·pc,r·ate a combination of production technique·=
C e.g. animation and 1 ive-action ) within each program to
enhance interest and aid pacing of the presentation.

As

shown by Table 1 , 94 percent of the programs used two or
more production techniques.

On the basis of this

percentage, Hypothesis 1 was accepted.
The most popular combination of techniques was
ive-action and stil 1 pictures which really served to
" personalize" the programs that incorporated the technique
by letting the audience see the host and then creating the
impr·e-=-'=·ion that somec,ne is r·ea.ding to them whi 1 e -=-hc,v,1ing the
book's pictures.

Books fr- om Cover· to Cover, Ga.ther -· Rc,und,

Readit, and Storybound used these techniques solely in all
of their programs.

Al 1 of these programs have the same type

of format; the host provides an introduction to that
episode ' s theme or story; then a narrator reads excerpts or
the story in its entirety accompanied by music, sound
effects and ,:in-e arner - a ill 1.1stratic,n-=- ■

At some point in each

one of these programs, one gets to see the illustrations
actually being drawn : just started in the rough sketch
stage, being colored or shaded, or the finishing touches
being added.

This added immensely to all the productions,

a·=- it is a change c,f pa.ce frc,m the sti 1

1

pictur·es being

shown, and the audience feels a part of the actual
illustration process.

It reminds the viewers that a person

is truly responsible for creating the art work that the
consumer of any book enjoys.

Three episodes of The Folk
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Book featured li '-.!e-action and puppetr· ::,·· as the means fc,r
bringing three folk tal�s ali'-.!e in each episode.

Only two

indi'-.!idual programs offered only one type of production
technique.

One episode of The Folk Book highlighted three

'-.!ersions of Cinderella stories from three different
countr·ies , but all the stor·ies were br·c,ught to life using
puppetry.

One other episode of The Folk Book entitled

"Monsters and Magic" featured two tales that were enacted by
two different theatre groups which constituted the entire
program being 1 i'-.! e-action.
HYP OTHESIS 2:

A majority of the 1 iterature-based programs

will encourage use of resources which are outside the range
of the classroom , such as 1 i braries or resource persons.
As shown by Table 2 , 89 percent of the programs did not
dir·ect 1 y encour·age the use of either 1 i brar ies. or· res.our·ce
persons.

On the basis of this percentage , Hypothesis 2 was

not accepted.
Ta. ble 2
Outside Resc,urces Recc,mmended
Resource (s) Recommended
Li br·ary

4

11

Neither

32

89

TOTAL

36

100

Resc,u r·ce per·sc,n

Of the 36 programs '-.! iewed , only four encouraged the
•.Jiev.Jer· to vis.it the libr·a.r·y.

Three of the cc,mments v,1er· e

made in Reading Rainbow by the host , LeVar Burton , during
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the wrap-up section of the program where he emphasized that
the books recommended by the child reviewers were good , and
that there are all sorts of book adventures waiting for the
viewer at the 1 ibrary.

The one episode of Reading Rainbow

entitled " Abiyoyo" might do more than any other program
reviewed to encourage reluctant readers to visit a 1 ibrary.
By highlighting the r·ap gr·oup R UN DMC and inter·uiei•.,1ing the
leader of the group , the audience is told how the group
col 1 aborates and writes their rap songs.

They conclude this

segment by singing a rap song about reading saying " If you
look into a book there ' s fun to find--find a book with a
good beat" (Liggett , 1 989).

They also show a portion of a

rock video that takes place in a 1 ibrary making an attempt
to show that reading is " cool" .

One

other program of the

series Readit in an episode entitled " The Whistling
Teakettle" , encouraged the viewer to seek a library and find
some other books that were collections of short stories.
HYpothesis 3:

A majority of the literature-based programs

will feature fiction titles.

The researcher counted both

feature titles and those recommended for further reading.
Fairy and folk tales were tabulated as fiction.

The review

sources consulted were used as the authority for classifying
the tit 1 es a-=:. either· fiction c,r· nonfiction.

A·=· sho�,m b::,'

Table 3 , 9 1 percent of the titles were fiction.

On the

basis of this percentage , , Hypothesis 3 was accepted.
Cover to Cover had one nonfiction book that was
recommended for further reading included in an episode that

had pi :,, neer· 1 ife .:1.·=- a theme.

The book i
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·=· an account of the

author ✓ s ancestor ✓ s experiences on the Canadian prairie
toward the end of the 1 9th century.

Reading Rainbow was the

only other program that highlighted nonfiction titles, both
as the featured title and as recommended titles for further
reading.

In 1 986, v ia an underwriting grant from the

Carnegie Corporation of New York and the National Science
Foundation, science-related books were introduced in order
"to get chi l dren exc i ted about science and reading about
science at an early age" (Nachbar, 1 987, p. 45) .

This trend

would account for the books used for the episode "The Life
Cycle of the Honeybee" which documented the world of bees,
and "Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie", which focused on sea
travel.

The main theme of the episode "Abiyoyo" was music,

and "The Paper Crane" explored the Japanese culture.
Table 3
Fiction or Nonfiction Tit i es Reviewed
Categor·>' of Titles

No.

Fiction tit 1 es

68

'7' 1

,:;

....

9

-;,
,· 0,

1 00

!'·.Jonf iction title·:TOTAL
Hypothesis 4:

"/

✓-

A majority of the human protagonists featured

in the 1 iterature-based programs will be males.

Only the

main story in magazine format programs was used, and because
one episode of Storybound included two works of 1 iterature
and devoted equal emphasis to each, the total number of

programs equalled 46.
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Of these four programs had animals as

the protagonist, leaving 42 programs with humans as
protagonists.

As shown by Table 4, 55 percent of the human

protagonists were female.

On the basis of this percentage,

Hypothesis 4 was not accepted.
Table 4
Sex of the Human Protagonist
Sex of Protagoni :-t

No.

;..-;

Female pr·otagoni st

2:3

55

Male pr·c,tagc,ni st

19

45

TOTAL

42

1 00

With the percentages being so close in this category ,
it is evident that the producers of these programs are
making a concerted effort to make th eir programs appeal to
both sex es, and to encourage both boy s and girls to read.
While it is not necessarily a fact that boy s only read about
bo:;.-s and i..iice , i er·:. .a., it would seem t h .a.t in :-ome instances it
1

would be easier for ch i ldren to identify with a protagonist
of their own sex .
Hypoth esis 5:

The ethnic group that will be represented in

the m.a.jor·ity of the liter.a.tur·e-ba.·:-ed pr·ogra.ms will be
persons of the white race.

In this category, also, only the

main story in magazine format programs was used, and because
one episode of Storybound included two stories with equal
emphasis on each, the total number of programs equalled 46.
As shown by Table 5, 66 percent of the protagonists were of

the white race.
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On the basis of this percentage, Hypothesis

5 1,1..1 as. accepted.
.
Ta .ble 5
Ethnic Group of the Protagonist
No.

Ethnic Grc,up
l1..lhi te

28

Black

4

10

Na.tive Amer·ican

·j

.,_

5

Hispanic

2

5

Asian/Pacific Islander

6

14

4 ,:.
....

1 00

TOTAL

Persons of a variety of ethnic groups were represented
in all of the different programs, except Gather 'Round which
features favorite wel 1 -known f airy tales.

This is not

sur·pr·is.in ;;:i, consider· ing most of the fa .ir·y tales 1.JJell-l<no1,1..1n b>'
youngsters today have their roots in European culture.
Naturally, the protagonists are going to be white persons.
The program that really did a superb Job of introducing its
viewers to folk tales from around the world was The Folk
Book.

Each pr·ogr·arn is organized .ar·ound a single theme or

motif found universally in folklore and contains two or more
stories representing different cultures.

This program

accounted for seven of the non-white protagonists.

The

other occurences were distributed equally among the
remaining series.

This trend can probably be explained by
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the mu i ti-cultiJ ral, n,:,n-sexis.t emph .asi·=· in childr·en ··· s.
publis. b ing.

Because thes.e 1 iter·atur·e-ba.·::-ed pr·c,grams use so

man::,' ::,, f the nel.•,1er·, high-q1J .�. 1 it::,, mater·ia l s being publis.hed,
they are bound to pick se l ections that are indicative of
this favorable trend.
Hypothesis 6 :

A majority of the 1 iterature-based programs

will make it clear that there is a book "tie-in " by showing
the actual book or by telling the author ' s/illustrator's
name.

As shown by Table 6, 67 percent of the programs did

both, a.ctually shol1,1ing the book to the viel.ver·s a.nd naming
the author and, where applicable, naming the illustrator,
also.

On the basis of this percentage, Hypothesis 6 was

accepted.
Table ,S
Presenting a "Tie- In " to Books
Method (s) Used
Showing the book &
Naming the author/illustrator
Neither·

No.
24

67

.-.
1 .::.

33

TOTAL

1 00

The remaining programs did neither, leaving the viewers
to realize these l-ver·e stor·ies., but not neces·: -ar·i 1 y fr·,::,m
books.

Gather Round and The Folk Book simply presented the

stories without directly tying them to a 1 iterature base.
Perhaps these two programs were relying more on the fact
that the tales were part of the oral tradition of the
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various cultures .

This fact would lead to a great expansion

of imagination and respect for oral tradit i ons , but does
ver::,' 1 ittle to promote 1 iter·atur·e in it-:. ,..•.Jr·itten form·=- .
These programs could combine their purpose of introducing
chi 1 dr·en to c,r·a. 1 tr·aditions and c,ther· cultures v..iith reading
by recommending various versions of the basic tales that
appear in book form.

In T h e Folk Book: A Guide for Teachers

(Littig , 1 980) , they do just that: following each episode's
cultural notes and suggested activities with a bibliography
of book titles to supplement that episode.
Hypothesis ?:

Eighty percent of the titles presented (with

the exception of adaptations of fairy or folk tales) will be
ones that are recommended in at least one of eight widely
recognized selection sources (see Appendix A) .

As shown by

Table ? , 80 percent of the titles were reviewed in at least
one of the eight selection sources .

On the basis of this

percentage , Hypothesis 7 was accepted.

Of the 76 books

whose reviews were sought , 22 of those were fairy or folk
tales , so that left 54 titles for which to seek reviews.
This resu l t shows that the producers of the programs
are interested in providing quality literature as the basis
for· their· pro ;., r·a.m·=- •

Boo!< ·= · Fr·om Cover· t :, , Cover· , Stor·tbound ,

Readit , and Reading Rainbow have advisory committees that
consist of a representative sampling of some well-known
1 eader·=- in the chi 1 dren ··· s liter-ature fie 1 d 1;..1ho he 1 p select
the books for each episode.

Perhaps the reason for the 1 5

percent not being found in the review sources was that they
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were new enough titles to not have been included in the
chosen selection sources.
T-:i.ble 7
Recommendations of Program ' s BooKs Found in Eight Sources
Number of Sources

,.,..

No.

None

1 1

20

One

14

.,_._,

Tt....1 0

1 1

20

Thr·ee

8

15

Four

9

17

Five

0

0

Si x

1

2

54

1 00

TOTAL
Hypothesis 8:

-�i .l,

A majority of the 1 iterature-based programs

wi 1 1 utilize a single booK format that concentrates on only
one literar·y ·:-election in its entiret;-.' c,r· in par·t tc,
stimulate the v i ewer to conclude the story i ndependently.
As shown by Table 8, 67 percent of the programs utilized a
format that concentrated on only one booK, either in part or
in v,1ho 1 e.

On the basis of this percentage, Hypothesis 8

tJ.Jas accepted.
The most popular format was the partial booK format
where excerpts of full- l ength booKs were read, or a shorter
booK was started by the narrator and then the viewer was
left in suspense, whereby necessitating that they finish the
booK themselves.

This cliff-hanger format was the most
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compel ] ing as the narration is always halted at a point
where the viewers are left vulnerable , having been
introduced to the character and getting wrapped up in the
plot Just enough to have their interest piqued .

The single

book in its entirety format was employed by Gather 'Round.
The fairy and folk tales have been condensed to fit nicely
intc, the 1 5-min1J te for·mat.
Table 8
Single or Multiple Book Format
No.

.,,..

Single book/whole

·"-·

17

S i ngle bc,ok.....-par·t

18

50

Pr·ogram Format

Several books/ same topic

·"-·

Magazine for·ma. t

a!,

17

36

a101

TOTAL

�

1 ..,
(

a percentage does not equal 1 00 due to rounding error
Hypothesis 9:

Eighty percent of the litera.ture-based

progr·ams v-.•ill exhibit production qua.lity that is excellent.
As shown by Table 9 , only 1 7 percent of the programs
exhibited ex cellent production quality.

On the basis of

this percentage , Hypothesis 9 was not accepted.
This finding can be attributed to the fact that money
is a big determinant in the quality of a production.
Reading Rainbow was the only program that was consistently
c,f ex ce 1 1 ent pr·oduction qua.lity.

It is evident tha t the

featured book is adapted specifically for the medium of
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television.

The program segment takes the viewer to

ex citing , theme-appropr i ate settings , such as the
Philadelphia Zoo and the Port of Charleston in South
Carolina.

The shows are enhanced with animation ,

dramatizations , interviews , and music.

Funders of the

series include the Kellogg Company , the Corporation for
Public Braoadcasting , 8. Da l ton Book seller; they are also
assisted by grants from the Carnegie Corporation of New York
and the National Science Foundation (Nachbar , 1 987 , p. 44;
Turner , 1 984 , p. 53) .

None of the other series benefits

from outside funding or grants.

Roginski states that to

control costs for Books From Cover to Cover , they often use
John Robbins's 1 iving room or the WETA-TV studios.

Even so ,

it is not cheap--there are a lot of elements to consider for
each story: the opening graphics , sophisticated camera work ,
location shooting , and the filming of the art.

In a 1 1 , an

average fifteen-minute segment will cost about $27 , 000
( 1 987 ,

p•

1 8) •

Table 9
Production Quality
N ::,, .

·�·.,.·

Poor

3

!3

Fair·

5

14

G ,::,od

'J •'j
.,_.,_

Qua. 1 ity

Excellent
TOTAL

,:5 1

6

17

36

1 00

The program that was the most inconsistent in
production quality was The Folk Book.
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At best, any given

episode was fair, with three episodes being deemed poor.
The cc,ncept of the s.hot,.J is. admirable, and the stor·ies
presented are worthwhile, exciting pieces, but the manner of
production is very unprofessional.

Frc,m pr·c,gram to prc1 �1 ra.m,

different person's talents were utilized as the focus of the
shot,,1.

Drawing theatre groups, dance companies, and puppet

masters from various locations, such as Chicago,
Minneapolis, and Milv.,1aukee, thes.e ·:S.hOl,.JS definitel::,1 have
potentia. 1 , b1.Jt the uti 1 iza.t i on of infer·ior· camer·a t-vc,r·K,
sound effects, and poor use of props and costumes made this
series' production quality poor.
The programs Books From Cover to Cover, Gather 'Round,
Readit, and Stc,r Y b ::i, und basica 1 1 y r·e I y on the sa.me type of
production techniques, and most of these episodes had good
productic,n qua 1 ity.

Aside fr·c,m a few laps .es, such as poor·

narration, or feeble, unprofessional attempts to "animate"
one portion of a still picture, such as making a dog's tail
or a character's mouth move in one portion of the
presentation, these shows remained quite consistent in
production quality.

Common would be the best way to

describe these four programs ; they were straightforward and
unpretentious, with one purpose in mind, to interest the
viewer in the books being presented.
Hypothesis 1 0 :

A majority of the 1 i terature-based programs

will require viewer performance related to the program's
content.

As shown on Table 1 0 , 72 percent of the programs
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suggested further performance by the viewer at the show's
conclusion.

On the bas i s of this percentage , Hypothesis 1 0

was accepted.
Table 1 0
Viewer Performance Suggested by the Program
No.

Viewer Encouraged to
Read the featured book

11

31

Read other recommended titles

0

0

Read a book of their choice

0

0

10

27

Read featured book , recommended others &
encouraged choice

2

6

Other

3

9

Read featured book & recommended others

Nothing

10

TOTAL

36

1 00

The "other" viewer participation behaviors included: at
the end of the episode of The Folk Book entitled "Who is the
Real Cinderella?" , the n arrator pointed out that there are
other stories from other places and cultures , so potentially
this could urge the viewer to seek out some of these other
stories.

In another episode of The Folk Book entitled "Just

for Fun" , the narrator asked "What silly things do you Know
that are just for fun?

Songs , riddles , or jokes; share a

silly story with a friend" (Littig , 1 989 ) .

During the

episode "Mon sters and Magic" , the host who was dressed up as
a wizard stated " It's good to look in books--you can learn a
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lot . I hope you 1 ooK in boo!< s

11

(

Littig, 1 989) •

This cou 1 d

be construed as a cue for children to use books, especially
young children who could be influenced by the desires of a
wizard might pick up on this.

The most common viewer

performance encouraged by the programs was to read the
featured book or other recommended titles.

This is really

what the researcher hoped to find--entertaining programs
that would result in children wanting to read, and producers
meeting the challenge of using the technology of television
to stimulate children's interest in the wonderful world of
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CHAPTEF.: 5
SUMMARY , Cot--.JCLUS I ONS, AND RECOMMENDAT I ONS

The intent of this content analysis was to determine if
the literature-based television programs on IPTV had certain
components that would have the potential to make the
programs a vital part of the total reading curriculum in
elementary schools.

The research also included determining

if the programs displayed production qualities that were
excellent, and what types of production techniques were
employed to make the programs of interest to child viewers.
Frc,m the data gathered, the fc. J J m,.Jing r·esult-:. abc,ut the
literature-based television programs used in this study were
found by the researcher:
1.

The maj ority of the 1 iterature-based programs

incorporate a combination of production techniques within
each program to enhance interest and aid pacing of the
pr·e-:.enta.tic,n.

The most v.Jidely-used combination of

production techniques is I iue-action and sti 1 1 on-camera
illustrations that allow illustrations to be shown while
c

t 2rie c are being told or read to the viewer.

-· j

-·

2.

Most of the 1 iterature-based programs do not

dir·ectl�•' pr·omc,te the u·:-e of 1 ibr·aries or· outside r·e-:.our·ce
persons.

Even though they promote reading and finding the

books, they never actually make suggestions as to where to
get them, be it a school, public 1 ibrary or by asking
a.ssi·:.tance from a teacher or· media specia. 1 i-:.t in a school
or a i i br·arian in a pub 1 ic 1 ibr·ar·y.

3.

Most of the 1 i terature-based programs feature
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fiction titles, with fa j ry tales and folk tales making up a
large number of the titles.
4.

Both sex es are represented in the 1 iterature-based

programs, but females are represented slightly more than
males.
5.

The majority of the protagonists are of the white

race, but a real effort is made to include persons of al 1

races in the programs.
6.

A majority of the 1 iterature-based programs show

the book and tell the name of the author, and where
appropriate, the name of the illustrator.
7.

Most of the titles presented were ones that are

recommended in at least one of eight widely-recognized
selection sources.

Th i s shows that the producers ?re trying

to present quality 1 iterature to the viewers via these
programs.
8.

Most of the 1 iterature-based programs uti 1 ize a

format that deals with one book, either in part or in its
entirety.

The most common format is one whereby the host

"book-talks " a book, ex cerpts are read, and then at an
opportune place it is stopped, leaving the viewers in a
cliff-hanger situation in hopes they will have their
interest piqued and want to finish the book themselves.
9.

Most of the 1 i terature-based programs have

production quality that is good.
10.

A majority of the programs encourage viewer

performance related to the program's content.

The most
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common factor· is encour·agement of the viet1.,1er· to r·ead the
featured book, or one of the others that are recommended.
Conclu·:-ions
From the results found , the producers of the
literature-based programs appear to be presenting qual i ty
literature on a wide variety of topics and representing
characters of both sexes and many cultures.

The hypotheses

were based on what should occur if these programs were going
to be a valid addition to classroom learning and as reading
motivators.

Only two of the hypotheses were rejected.

One

of the strongest points of the programs analyzed was that
they can offer a motivation for children to read by
presenting situations and techniques that only the
technology of television can lend to the situation.

By

bringin9 the illu:-tr·a.tic,n:- to life thr·ough having an ar·tist
draw while the story is bein9 read is a marvelous change of
pace, especially considering that some of the novels for
older students do not even include illustrations, except for
cover art.

Through the use of sound effects and

professional narrators , the 1 iterature also takes on a
different perspective; even the oldest students would
appreciate having someone "read to them" while they have the
freedom to conjure up all sorts of images in their minds
<Jhi 1 e the>·· 1 isten •

1••

f.:ecommendations
Additional ·studie:- of 1 iter·ature-ba:-ed tele•v •i:-ic,n
pr·ograms v.Jould be valuable tc, deter-mine if the results from
this content analysis were ualid.

These additional studies
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,
.•
- d ·1 n th1 1; �- analvsis
could involve programs that were not. u��
0

perhaps series such as the ABC After School Specials , or

. ·� Q.- rrI�- thI <>."'t �ri:>
- r. . ci -:. 1 t 0� 1 evi - :.ic,n channels.
I t'
_,
- rI C l"1mrr
IJ
-·
=- · ·I m ·1 1 o-. r· pro-r
Also , some programs are certain to be produced in the future
that would be valid subjects for study.
Other possibilitie-:. exist for· fur·ther ·:.tudies a.bout the
content of the various programs.

The check I ist uti I ized in

this ·:.tudy cou 1 d be 1J sed tc, ana1 ::,-ze the sa.me pr·ogr·a.m·s c,r· a.

differ·ent '= --amp ] ing strictly by tar·get age or· genre type.
For instance , to just focus on the programs that use one
format 1 ike the programs that use the cliff-hanger approach.
Since the Folk Book and Gather ' Round were found to be
program-:. that mo - :.t i y relied on the or·a.l tr·aditic,n c,f
1 iterature , these could best be left out of further similar
studies.

They serve a purpose of introducing children to

other cultures and ideas , but are not necessarily reading
motivators.

Reading Rainbow , started in the summer of 1 983 ,

would be interesting to see whether it has evolved to focus
on certain issues or areas , or , has broadened its scope.
I t would also be wise to watch more episodes aired over a
longer period of time to be sure they are samplings from the
different seasons of each series.
Most valuable of all for further research wou l d be to
study whether these programs really do motivate students to
r·ea.d.

Field studies could be done to monitor the students

who actually viewed the shows to see if they did seek out
the titles or the recommended ones for their leisure

reading.

This would be the true test of whether these

programs real Jy do accomplish the intended purpose.
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APPEl'.JD I>< A
SELECT I ON SOURCES USED TO Et)ALUATE PROGRAM CONTENT
This is a list of selection sources that are evaluative
bibliographies written by individual experts or committees
and are generally recognized in the Library Science field as
reliable and accurate selectic, n tc1 1:ils for the acquisitic,n of
quality children's books .
American Library Association . Association for Library
Services to Children . Notable Children's Books
1 '?7 1 - 1 975 . Chica ;i, c,: Amer-lean Librar- y Associati,::in,
1 98 1 .
Notable Children's Books 1 97 6- 1 980 .
American Library Assoc i ation, 1 986 .

Chicago:

Gille�.pie, ,J ohn T . , and Chr·i·: -tine 8 . Gilber·t, ed�- . Best
Books for Children: Preschool Through Middle Grades .
3rd ed . New York: Bowker, 1 985 .
Haviland, Virginia, et al . Best of Children's Books ,
1 964- 1 978 . Washington , DC: Library of Congress,
1 980 .
Isaacson, Richard, Fern E . Hillegas, and Juliette YaaKow,
eds . Children ' s Catalog .
1 5th ed . with annual
supplements . New York: Wilson, 1 986 .
Sutherland, Zena . Best in Children's Books: The
Univ ersity of Chicago Guide to Children's Literature ,
1 973- 1 978 . Chicago: Univ ersity of Chicago Press,
1

s:·ao .

---------Best in Children's Books: The Univ ersity of
Chicago Guide to Children's Literature , 1 979- 1 984 .
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 986 .
Winkel, Lois, ed . Elementary School Library Collection:
A Guide to Books and Other Media . 1 5th ed .
Williamsport, PA: Bro-Dart Foundation, 1 986 .
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APPEHD D < B
PROGRAl'·1 S ANAL '/ZED AND CHECl<L I ST
Gl-::i.dfelter· , R -::i. i , pr·od. "Beaut::,· and the Beast. " Gather
'Roun d. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV , 4 December 1 98 9 .
Gladfelter , Ray , prod. "The Bremen Town Musicians. "
Gather 'Round. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV , 8 January
1 990 .
Gladfe 1 ter· , F.:ay , pr·od. "Br·idge to Ter·ab ithi a. • "
Stor·ybound. Nar·r. Pau 1 La 1 1 y. I PT�) , 1 8 December
1 98 171
•

Gladfelter , Ray , prod.
Narr. Paul Lally.

"Cal 1

I PTt) ,

It Courage. " Storyboun d.
,Janu .::i.ry 1 9'? 0 .

G 1 adfe 1 ter , Ray , prod. "Ghosts I Have Been. " Storyboun d.
IPT1,) , 1 5 ,J .::i. nuar·y 1 9•�· 0 .
Nar·r. Jane Symon·=· ·
Gla.dfelter· , Ray , pr·od. " It's Not the End of the World. "
Stor-:,-- b ,::i un d. Na.r·r·. Jan e Symons. IPTV , 29 January
1 990 .
Gladfelter , Ray , prod .
"Kalulu and the Leopard. " Gather
'Round. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV , 5 February 1 990 .
Gladfe 1 ter· , Ray , pr·od. "Konrad. " StorYboun d.
Paul La.lly. IPT1-) , 8 ,.Januar·y 1 9'? 0 .

Nar·r·.

Gladfelter , Ray , prod. "Pilot Down , Presumed Dead. "
Storybound. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV , 4 December
1 98 9 .
Gladfelter , Ray , prod. "The Princess and the Pea. "
Gather 'Roun d. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV , 4 December
1 '?89 .
Gladfelter , Ray , prod.
Narr. Paul Lally.

"Puss in Boots. " Gather 'Roun d.
IPTV , 1 5 January 1 990 .

'_RGladfelter , Ray , prod. "Rapunzel. " �G_a_t-�_,e_r�·..c_,u_r�'d
=.
P.:i.u 1 La 1 1 ::,-'. I PT1v , 29 ,Januar·y 1 990 .
1

Na.r· r·.

Liggett , Twila C. , prod. "Abiyoyo. " Reading Rain bow.
Narr. Pete Seeger. IPTV , 7 November 1 98 9 .
Liggett , Twila C. , prod. "Best Friends. " Rea.ding
Rain bow. Narr. Tin a Sc,th er·-=·• I PTV , 2 Februar·y
Liggett , Twila C. , prod. " Imogen e's Antlers. " Reading
Rain bow. Narr. Imogene Coca. IPTV , 3 November 1 989.
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Liggett, Twila C., prod. "Keep the Lights Burning, Abbie. "
Reading Rainbow. Na�r. Sada Thompson. IPTV,
8 December· 1 98 '? .
Liggett, Tt,Jila C., pr·c,d. "The Life C�•·cle of the Hone:>··bee. "
Reading Rainbow. Narr. Barbara Lee. IPTV,
1 December· 1 98 9 .
Liggett, Twila C., prod. "The Paper Crane. " Reading
Ra.inbo�,,. Nar·r· . Pa.t Mc,r·ita. IPTt.), 22 December· 1 '7" 8'? .
Littig, Eileen, prod. "Just for Fun." The Folk Book.
Narr. Lauren Hartley. IPTV, 1 December 1 98 9 .
Littig, Eileen, prod. "Learning to be in East Africa."
The Folk Book. Narr. Paul Ofori-Arsah. IPTV ,
3 t'·fovember· 1 98'? .
Littig, Eileen, prod. "Monsters and Magic. " The Folk
Book. Na.r· r· . Rc,bin Reed. I PT1-.) , 1 0 t--fovember· 1 989 .
Littig, Eileen, prod. "Reflections. " The Folk Book.
Narr. Tiki Skahr. IPTV, 1 2 January 1 990 .
Littig, Ei' 1 een, pr·od. "l,..lhc, i -=· the Rea 1 Ci nder·e 1 1 a. "?" The
Folk Book. Narr. Inda Cooper and Stuart Greenman.
I PT'-.), 1 5 December· 1 5, l '7' 8 9 .
Littig, Eileen, prod. "Wonderful Womenfolk. " The Folk
Boo�� • Nar· r· . t--fa.ggie O 1 esen and Coo�: ie Hi bbar· d.
IPTV, 1 7 November 1 98 9 .
Positive Image Productions, prod. "The Comeback Dog."
Readit. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV, 1 6 November 1 98 9 .
Positive Image Productions, prod. "Give Us a Big Smile,
Rosy Cole. " Readit. Narr. Jane Symons. IPTV,
30 November 1 98 9 .
Positive Image Productions, prc,d. "A Gr·andmother for· the
Orphelines." Readit. Nar·r·• Pau 1 La 1 1 :>' • I PT1-.) ,
1 4 December 1 98 9 .
Positive Image Productions, prod. "Groundhog's Horse. "
Readit. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV, 7 December 1 98 9 .
Positive Image Productions, prod. "Twenty and Ten."
Readit. Narr. Jane Symons. IPTV, 2 1 December 1 98 9 .
Po �- itive Image Pr·c,ductions, pr·od. "The l,Jhistling
Teakettle." Readit. Narr. Paul Lally. IPTV,
1 1 ,..J anuar·y 1 990 .
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Robbins , John N. , prod. "Be a Perfect Person in Just Three
Days. " BooKs From C6ver to Cover. Narr. Gloria
!-< .amen. IPTV , 6 December 1 989.
Robbins , John N. , prod. "Go i ng Home. " BooKs From Cover
to Cover.
Narr. Kathy Kahn. IPTV , 1 3 December
1 989.
Robbins , John N. , prod. "The Green BooK. " Books From
CotJer to Cc, 1Jer·. Narr. Tom Hick·:-on. IPTt,J , 1 7 Ja.nuar::,'
1 S:'90 •
Robbins , John N. , prod. " If You Didn ' t Have Me. " BooKs
From Cover to Cover. Nar·r·. Rae OvJing�.. IPTt....t , 1 5
November· 1 989.
Robbins , John N. , prod. "The Kid in the Red Jacket. "
Books From Cover to Cover. Narr. Scott Ripley.
IPTV , 1 November 1 989.
Rc,bbins , Jc,trn N. , pr·c,d. "Top Secr · et. " Bc,o��-=- Fr·om Cover·
to Cover. Narr. Richard Cronin. I PT'-) , 8 November
1 S:'89.
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APPa.iDIX B
Literature-Based TV Program Chec k list
T itl e of 1iterature-based TV program________________
Title of episode________________________
Date show aired on I PTV_____________________
1 .)

The progran employs the fol l owing production technique ( s) :
__Puppets
__Animation
__Live-Action
__Live-Action & Puppets __Live-Action & Animation __Other

2.) The program encourages the use of these outside resources:
__Resource person ( specify)
__Library
3.) The titl e ( s) featured are ( specify numbers of each)
__Fiction
__Nonfic tion
4,)

The human protagonist is :
__Male

__Female

5.) The human protagonist i s of this ethnic group :
__White
__Bl ack
__Asian/Pacific Isl ander
__Hispanic

__Native American
__Other ( specify)

6.) The program makes it clear that there is a book •tie-in" by :
__Showing the book
__Naming the author/il l ustrator
7.) The presented titl es were reviewed in at least one se l ection source.
(list each title and where recommended)
Yes__ No__

8.) The format of the program is :
__singl e book presentation (who l e )
__several books on the same topic
9.) The program' s overal l produc tion qua! ity is :
__Good
__Poor
__Fair

__magazine f ormat
__Exc el l en t

1 0 , ) The program encourages the viewer to:
__Read the featured book
__Read other rec ommended titi es
__Read a book of their choice
__Other
Comments : ___________________________
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